
Smart Aromatherapy, 

Light and Music

Funding on Indiegogo, 

pre-order now before prices go up!

Featured On

Team Favorites

Pre-order Now

https://igg.me/at/aromeosense


Aroma

Light

Music

Create The Right Atmosphere 
Throughout The Day

After the pandemic, 

we spend more than 90% of our time indoors.

We work, rest and sleep in the same place.  

AROMEO

S e n s e



AROMEO Sense is an all-in-one wellness device that integrates 

aroma, light, and sound therapy. It adapts and transforms with 

your day to create different atmospheres in the same room. The 

pre-designed multi-sensory themes, sleep, relax and focus, are 

inspired by nature and science. 


Travel to exotic locations without leaving your room. AROMEO 

Sense can bring your senses  on a journey to sleep under the 

starry sky, meditate by the blue sea, or get your creative juices 

flowing with refreshing woody scent.  

Control and Schedule 
Sessions

3  Scents

in 1 Diffuser

1000+ 

Light Effects

Free Music 

From App

Aroma 
Blending

Smart Home 
Compatible

Key Features

“Alexa, diffuse

Aromeo Sense.”

AROMEO Sense works with

Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and Apple HomeKit.



Sleep, Wake Up, Relax 

and Focus
It’s so easy to get started. Simply turn on the device and choose 

from Sleep, Relax, or Focus modules. With one press of a 

button, you can enjoy the multi-sensory experience. You can 

also use Aromeo App or your smart home device to control 

Aromeo Sense. 

Transform your space for 

The right atmosphere at 
your fingertips 

AROMEO APP



Sleep Module

Dimming sunset light prepares your body for bedtime. Enjoy 
with sedative aroma and soft music.


Start your day right. Open your eyes to a glowing sunrise 
light, uplifting aroma, and energizing music.

Three Preset Modules

Gradually Fall Asleep Naturally

Shock-free Wake Up Experience

Sedative Aroma

Uplifting Aroma

Simulated Sunset

Simulated Sunrise

Soft Music

Energizing Music



Relax Module

Focus Module

Inhale and exhale following the breathing light ring.  
Relax along with gentle aroma and meditation music.


Easily Relax and Recharge

Be productive with focus-intensifying blue light, fresh aroma, 
and soft music.

Boost Your Mood and Concentration

Gentle Aroma

Fresh Aroma

Breathing Light

Blue Light

Meditation Music

Soft Music



3 Aromeo Pod Slots
Waterless Diffuser  |  Plug and Play System | 


Blend and Make Your Own Scent

up to 37 sqm / 400 sqft

3 Intensity Levels



40 LED Light Ring
20 Base Colors  |  5 Custom Animations | 

Thousands of Gradients & Combinations

up to 37 sqm / 400 sqft

3 Intensity Levels



Sound Therapy
Nature soundscapes  |  Guided meditation | 


Soothing music |  Monthly updates 

AromeoSearch “ ” in Google Play or Apple Store, 
install and enjoy Aromeo App now 

https://apps.apple.com/vn/app/aromeo-aromatherapy-sleep/id1456585070
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aromeo&hl=en_SG


Meet Aromeo Pods
Aromeo Pods are made from 100% botanical ingredients. 

They are made of natural essential oil blend and organic 

alcohol. They are cruelty-free, and free of phthalate, sulfate, 

paraben, and synthetic materials. 


Each blend is based on scientific research on the properties 

of oils.  We performed diffusion tests on the blends to verify 

their scent dispersion profile. 

Premium natural fragrance 

 Up To 180 
Diffusions*

100% Natural

No Chemicals

Cruelty Free Recyclable 



Daily Collection

Most popular scents for morning, 
day and night

A sedative blend with citrusy herbal scent. 



TRANQUIL Bergamot Chamomile

S L E E P  P O D

A soothing blend with warm, tropical scent.





GENTLE Ylang-Ylang Mandarin

R E L A X  P O D

A refreshing blend with minty floral scent.



FRESH Peppermint Lavender

F O C U S  &  W A K E  U P  P O D



Balance Collection

Support for hormonal and mood 
balance

A calming blend with a bright, airy scent.





MUSE Lavender Bergamot

S L E E P  P O D

A captivating bouquet with green floral scent.







BLOOM Geranium Clary Sage

R E L A X  P O D

A juicy citrus blend with a refreshing tangy scent.





VITALITY Bitter orange Grapefruit

F O C U S  &  W A K E  U P  P O D



AROMEO App
UNLOCK CUSTOMIZATION POSSIBILITIES

Unlimited Light 

Customizations

Create gradients 
and animations 


Adjust brightness 
level

Schedule 
Sessions

Blend Aroma 
Digitally

Blend up to 3 scents


Adjust intensity level 
for each pod

ROMANCE

GAME NIGHT

FAMILY TIME

PLAY TIMESPARKLING 
TIME

MOVIE NIGHT

Schedule Sense 
based on your daily 
activities


Set up and forget it



The Science
Designed to support wellbeing 

Vision

melatonin production 
Affects biological clock of 

(sleep-wake hormone)
limbic 

system
Affects brain 

, evokes memories 
and emotions

Smell

reduces 
anxiety, 

Keeps the brain 
engaged, 

improves mood 
and sleep

Hearing

Each Aromeo Sense preset module synchronizes the sense of 

smell, vision, and hearing. The three sensory stimuli work like 

different notes in an orchestra to produce a song. The whole 

is greater than the sum of its parts because it creates a 

holistic experience. Travel to gorgeous locations through your 

senses with a single press.



Clinically Tested to 
Stimulate Your Brain & 

Improve Your Mood

"Multi-sensory integration aids detection and 
speed response."

Child Neurodevelopment Care

"Support was found for the use of multi-sensory 
environments in clinical settings to reduce 
anxiety and challenging behaviors."

Intellectual and Developmental Disability Care 

"Multi-sensory therapy increase in ratings of 
happiness, enjoyment, and relaxation, and a 
reduction in sadness, fear, and boredom."

Dementia Care

"There is growing support for the use of 
multi-sensory interventions to improve mood, 
behavior, and quality of life in seniors with 
dementia and BPSD."



Why Sense? 
Product ComPArison

Aroma 
Therapy

Color 
Therapy

Sound 
Therapy

Device 
Control 

App

Aroma 
Blending

Custom 
Light 

Effects

Curated 
Music

AROMEO 
Alpha+App

Other IoT

Aroma 

Diffusers
Other IoT


Night Lamps
Other


Relaxation 
Apps

AROMEO 
Sense+App



Specifications
Product OverView

Aroma 
Outlet

Li
d

Sleep 
Button

Focus 
Button

Relax 
Button

Light 
Ring

Light 
on/off 

button

Power 
button

Charging 
Port

FRONT BACK

* in a room with good air circulation

Product Width 145 mm / 5.71 in

Product Length 145 mm / 5.71 in

Product Height 320 mm / 12.6 in

Aroma Diffusion Range up to 37 sqm / 400 sqft *

AC Input 100~240V AC, 50-60Hz

DC Output Voltage 12V

DC Output Voltage 2A



AROMEO team wants to create a happier and healthier world 
through its products. 



AROMEO Alpha launched in 2019 as the AROMEO team's 
flagship product. Now, we're proud to launch AROMEO Sense.

Not Our First Time

Our First Product: Aromeo Alpha

Awards

Collaboration



Contact Us

Michelle Fno

CEO

natural therapy

happier and 
healthier

technology

In 2015, I struggled with anxiety and 
chronic stress. Through ,  
I discovered my peace and became a 
stronger person. 


Now, I want others to be 
 too. I hope to deliver the benefits 

of natural therapy in a seamless way using 
!

Bridging Wellness & 
Technology

Pre-order AROMEO Sense

https://igg.me/at/aromeosense
https://aromeodiffuser.com/
https://www.facebook.com/aromeodiffuser/
https://www.instagram.com/aromeodiffuser/


FAQ
Can I diffuse my own oils?


We don't recommend it as some oils are incompatible and 

can clog the diffuser. However, if you are in a region where it 

is difficult to get refills from us, you can use pure essential 

oils. Don't use viscous essential oils, fragrance oils, absolutes, 

perfume, or cologne.



Can I adjust the light brightness or turn off the light?


Yes! There are 3 brightness levels. You can turn off the light a 

button on the device, or with Aromeo App.



How big a room will AROMEO Sense can diffuse?


We recommend to place it on your bedside table or your 

work table. AROMEO Sense works best when placed in a 

well-circulated room and can diffuse up to a 37sqm or 

400sqft room effectively.



How do I clean AROMEO Sense?


To clean the surface of the diffuser, use a microfiber cloth to 

clean. To clean the mist vent from any oil residue, use a 

pointy cotton bud. To clean the inside of the diffuser, diffuse 

some rubbing alcohol for 20 minutes.



How long does each pod last?


One pod is good up to 60 times of use (if each use is around 

30 minutes with medium intensity, as recommended by 

aromatherapists).



FAQ
Is AROMEO Sense safe?


AROMEO Sense is a non-invasive way to get into the mood 

states you want. We make sure each unit is manufactured 

free of defects and compliant with international safety 

regulations. Please allow at least another 30-45 minutes in 

between sessions so that your senses are not fatigued from 

overstimulation. If you experience nausea, headache, or feel 

unwell when using any AROMEO product, stop use, and 

contact a physician.



Are Aromeo Pods safe?


Aromeo Pods are made of natural plant fragrance. They are 

safe and free of adverse effects when used properly with our 

diffuser. Follow the safety guidelines written on the 

packaging of each bottle and you will have a good 

experience :) We do not endorse drinking or ingestion of 

Aromeo Pods.



Are the pods recyclable? What are they made of?


The pod body is made of 100% recyclable glass; while the cap 

and nozzle are made of recyclable plastic. Aromeo Pods are 

made of natural plant fragrance from sustainable plants. 

They are free from synthetic chemicals and not tested on 

animals. Aromeo is also part of the National Association of 

Holistic Aromatherapy.



FAQ
Where do you ship to? When will my order arrive?


We ship worldwide. We'll send you a tracking number as 

soon as your order ships. The products are in production, and 

they will be shipped to you in Feb 2021, you can receive your 

order in Mar 2021.



Can I use Aromeo Pods around cats and dogs?


Aromeo Delicate Collection is suitable for use around cats 

and dogs. Always makes sure your furry babies can enter and 

leave the room freely when you are using Aromeo Sense.



Is it cordless? Is the cord detachable?


You need to connect Aromeo Sense to a power source to use 

it. It is designed to be a bedside or tabletop device :) The cord 

is detachable.



Does it work with my voltage?


Aromeo Sense with 110V to 120V, and 220 to 240V.



When do the Aromeo Pods expire?


Their shelf life is 1-2 years.
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